Highly Effective Teaching

Classroom Implementation
Each classroom has the PBIS behavior
posters displayed explaining the three R’s
for behavior. Each poster displays ex-

(HET) emphasizes guidelines and life skills to build
character and to produce
contributing citizens for the
world. They include:

pected behavior for an assembly, restroom,

Trustworthy - To act in a manner

bus, café, car rider, computer lab, hallway,

that makes one worthy of confi-
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dence and trust.

and media center. Teachers utilize videos
of children displaying the correct behaviors for these areas.

Truthfulness - To be honest about
things and feelings with oneself

Respectful, Responsible,
Role Model

and others.
Active Listening - To listen with

During daily morning meetings, the class

the intention of understanding

discusses and learns examples of life

what the speaker means to com-

skills and guidelines as well as role model behavior.

municate.
Personal Best - One’s best possible performance given the time
and resources available.
Cooperation - To work together toward a common goal or purpose.
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PBIS Rules Be Respectful, Be Responsible,
Be a Role Model
Each classroom has a PBIS behavior
chart used for behavior management.
Each color represents a level of behavior.
Purple “Role Model Behavior” is
continuously exhibiting the “showing
pride” behaviors.
Blue - “Showing Pride” The student
is consistently making the right
choices regarding two of the three
rules; Respect and Responsibility. Examples would be helping others, being polite, and going above expectations.
Green - “Ready to Learn” The student has a positive attitude, is sitting
quietly waiting for instruction, participating, and prepared for instruction.
Yellow- “Stop and Think” The student need to think about their behavior or actions. Examples include being disruptive, not following directions, being off task and/or bothering
others.

PBIS Behavior
Chart
Purple - Role
Model
Blue - Showing
Pride
Green - Ready to
Learn
Yellow - Stop and
Think
Red - Parent
Contact

PBIS Guidelines For Parents
Purple/Blue- Students achieving
these colors should be rewarded
with a hug, a high five, or any other endearing gesture that has significant meaning to your child.

Green – This color is an excellent
place to stay during the school
day. The student has remained
positive and productive throughout the day.
Yellow – Most students have yellow days at some point so our
learning community considers
“yellow,” a learning tool. A talk
with your child at home regarding
a “yellow” status may be just the
right amount of attention to help a
child get back on track for the
next school day and beyond.
Red – Going home on “Red” requires a serious conversation
about your child’s behavior BUT
learning about the possible underlying factors along with empathetic listening to your child, can
help them turn around poor behavior for the future.

